Product profile
Schlage NDE wireless lock with ENGAGE technology
™

®

As an architect, you strive to employ a smart design that facilitates
traffic, while supporting access inside the building and egress
throughout it. With the introduction of the Schlage NDE wireless
lock with ENGAGE technology, there will be a new way to do that on
projects with just a few or hundreds of doors.
Filling the gap in access management
The commercial market has long desired a better solution
for access management. Businesses have essentially had
two options:

•
•

A mechanical-only solution, which doesn’t provide the
advanced functionality they desire
An enterprise-level electronic solution that does more (and
costs more) than they need

Now, with the introduction of the Schlage NDE wireless lock
with ENGAGE technology, you can provide your clients with
a smart access management solution that provides both the
functionality and affordability they need.
Designed and tested with input from the Building Owners and
Managers Association (BOMA), the Schlage NDE wireless lock
is a convenient and cost-effective option for office site access
management. It offers the same Schlage quality and durability
commercial business owners have come to rely on—plus,
because it’s equipped with our new ENGAGE technology, it
comes with web and mobile app tools to help building owners
manage access throughout the site.

Smaller, sleeker design + more

Making technology part of design

The NDE wireless lock is appealing for many reasons.
For starters, with a smaller, more aesthetic wireless
design, it fits more seamlessly into a building’s
architecture and design.

Specifying this product allows you to implement technology
into a facility without the intensive planning required by a
more complicated, enterprise-wide access control system.
With a built-in access management application that lives
in the cloud, the NDE wireless lock ensures the security of
interior doors and the integrity of your design.

Other benefits include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fits a typical ND/cylindrical prep, making it ideal for
renovations
Affordable and easily expands to match any

The Schlage NDE will be available Q4 2014.
More information

size of business
Easily managed via a mobile app right on
a smartphone or tablet
Multi-technology reader that is compatible

Learn more by calling 877-929-4350 or contacting an Allegion
spec writer.

with most proximity and smart cards, including
aptiQmobile
Flexible as a standalone solution or as part of a fully
integrated access control platform
Ideal for interior offices and sensitive storage areas
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